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PERFORMANCE RATING
BUSINESS UNIT I DEPARTMENT:

PERFORMANCE PERIOD: 2004

Small Market Sales

Manager Name · Mark

Associate Name· Brandon Rowell

PERFORMANCE RATING

~

SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

J

(ATTACH ADDITIONAL PAGES AS NEEDED)
TO DETERMINE THE OVERALL RATING:

1. Assess the results achieved for each objective .
2. Assess how the resu lts were ach ieved .
3. Assess the associate's overall performance compared to others.

D

Far Exceeded Expectations and Contribution of Most Others
Job performance far exceeded both expectations and the contributions of
most other associates. Associates in this category have made a very
significant contribution to the organization's results and are easily recognized
as the top performers for the year .

.D

Exceeded Expectations and Contribution of Many Others
Job performance exceeded both expectations and the contributions of many
other associates. Associates in this category have made a significant
contribution to the organization's results.

OVERALL SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE:
pverall, Brandon had an acceptable year as compared against key performance objectives .
He did meet all sales and activity goals . Very self-driven and highly mot ivated , I expect
Brandon to grow more into the position in 2005, both in product knowledge and in broker
position in g.

ASSOC/A TE'S COMMENTS(if necessary):

Successfully Met Expectations and Contribution
Comparable to Others
Job performance successfully met (and sometimes exceeded) all
expectations; associates in this category have contributed to the
organization's results at a level comparable to that of others.

11Met Some
1

ID
0

Expectations and/or Contribution Less Than
Many Others
Job performance met some expectations, and/or contribution to the
organization 's results was less than that of many other associates.

Associate Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MANAGER'S COMMENTS:

Did Not Meet Expectations and Contribution Far Less
Than Most Others
Job performance did not meet expectations and contribution to the
organization's results was far less than that of most other associates.
Not Enough -Information
Too new to Metlife or position (less than 3 months), special circumstances
(e.g. , disability, leave of absence)

Manager Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Date: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

Energy

5

Brandon is success driven . Call and quote activity has been increasing and
are typically well above average .

3

As a Junior sales rep overall competency is improving. He still needs to better
understand product and pricing rules .

3

Generally, he makes good decisions. Unlike others, he is quite comfortable in
making his own judgements, although his positions may get him tangled up at
times. Brandon does need to solicit the assistance of others when appropriate .

4

Brandon demonstrates solid effort in handling customer needs. He works
diligently in trying to resolve issues.

4

A strength of Brandon is his initial development of producers. As he moves
forward he will need to broaden and deepen his relationships . He has the
tools to accomplish this.

3

While I do not doubt his intentions, Brandon needs to be more prudent on
discerning good vs. bad risks, and good vs. bad decisions.
He also needs to improve on internal communication. This is particularly true
in that he is in a satellite location.

- Acts with a sense of urgency and purpose to get
high priority activities accomplished
- Has sense of ownership and personal commitment
- Sticks with tasks until com leted

Competence
- Is enthusiastic about self development
- Understanding of technical components of job
of conductin business
- Understands the Metlife

Good Judgement
- Makes appropriate decisions
- Considers the implications of decisions before
committing to them
- Leverages others' knowledge and expertise
-Takes more than 1 perspective and looks for creative
to solve
blems

Focus on Customer
- Discusses expectations w/ customer candidly
- Finds ways to meet unstated needs
- Is persistent in resolving issues
- Has personal accountability for following through on
customer
ents or commitments

Relationships
- Demonstrates flexibility to achieve mutual long-term
benefit
- Builds business relationships on foundation of trust
and respect
- Initiates frequent meetings with partners to update
and find
beneficial
nities

Trust
- Behaves in accordance with expectations of
appropriate behavior and performance
-Gives people straight answers
- Raises important issues when necessary with those
who can influence
-Treats co-workers and partners with courtesy and

